
Scientific writing

Writing is easy. 

All you do is stare at a blank sheet of 
paper until drops of blood form on 
your forehead… 

Gene Fowler



The story

• The very first step in writing any scientific paper is to 

answer a simple question: 

What exactly will it be about. That is, what’s your story ?

• You should not ask what should I write about? 

But instead - what does my reader need to hear.

• The central question and its answer 

are the purest distillation of your story



Aristoteles

2000 years ago

Modern scientists

Olson, 2015

The art of story telling



Finding your story

• Identify your central question and answer it

(two sentence mini summary; just for yourself

• Decide which information, data, analyses
interpretation belongs in the paper- which are
better for another one

• Decide about the order in which to present the
story



Writing your scientific story: 

The canonical (hourglass) structure

Mensh & Kording, 2017



Paragraph structure

• Topic sentence

• Middle sentences

• Concluding sentence

• Present only one topic per paragraph



Paragraph structure

• Topics used to declare what is known about the theme

of that paragraph

• Subsequent material provides insight on 

why you reach this concludion

• Final sentence identifies

the need for additional research



Discussion

Start 
• With summary paragraph that integrates findings

• Indentify novel findings (significance)

• Provide basic synthesis with prior literature

Middle
Individual paragraphs to discuss significance with respect to the introduction – and
results
Use modular style for individual paragraphs: 

- Declaration of findings

- Proof

- Synthesis or caveats

End 
Why are findings important to the big picture ?

- Be explicit about advances

- avoid repeating the abstract or first paragraph of discussion



Pros 

- transparent logical structure 

- hierarchical organization (most important first) 

- independent of individual style or grammar (suitable for collaboration) 

- easy to edit and revise (re-sequence and restructure narrative) 

- easy to teach (basic rules are explicit, modular organization is easy to correct) 

- easy to write (narrative can be developed despite interruption) 

- maximizes understanding, focuses reviewer on essentials

- explicit basis for editorial and review suggestions 

- comfortable and familiar format (widely used in newspapers, magazines, business)

Cons 

- may induce repetition in Discussion (avoid redundant sentences in overview, details, 

significance). 

- favours invariant presentation 

(identical sentence structure in same position in each paragraph; 

identical paragraph length throughout manuscript). 

- may favour trivial (short, insubstantial) paragraphs in early iterations 

P.R. Leavitt; University of Regina - 2016

Pros and cons to modular writing 



Title

First impressions are strong impressions

A title ought to be well studied

Give, so far as its limits permit, a definite 
and consise indication of what is to come

T. Clifford Allbutt



• What to write first ?

• How and when to find your target journal ?

• Plagiarism

What else ?



Exercise
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AND

BUT

THEREFORE

AGREEMENT 

CONTRADICTION

CONSEQUENCE

The AND – BUT – THEREFORE story structure
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Exercise



Element 1. SET UP

Describe the topic, issue, or theme studied in 

the paper. (At its core, what is the topic of the 

paper? Do not include what you found or why 

you did it; rather, describe the topic and if 

necessary, an important fact about it related to 

your study.)

Element 2. CHALLENGE

Present the challenge or knowledge gap that 

your study was intended to fill in general 

terms.

Element 3. RESOLUTION

Describe your key conclusion that fills the 

above knowledge gap, written in general terms 

that highlights the significance of the work.

The AND – BUT – THEREFORE Framework: 

Limnology and Oceanography Letters

AND

BUT

THEREFORE

The ‘Scientific Significance Statement’ 



How to write it: The ‘Scientific Significance Statement’ situates 

the work in a broad context, is less technical than the abstract, and 

is fully understandable to a general scientific audience outside the 

area of specialty of the work. It should NOT be a condensed 

version of the abstract. We recommend that authors write this 

statement well in advance of submitting the final manuscript 

because of its importance in the peer-review process. Any 

manuscript that does not include this statement or does not follow 

the basic structure will be returned to authors without review. 

Please include the following three elements in your statement 

with one sentence per element, written in paragraph form (do not 

include the words ‘element 1, etc.’). The statement should not 

exceed 125 words:


